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Dylan Moran, New Theatre Oxford, review: 'defiant idiosyncrasy'

The quotable Moran even managed to trump Shakespeare in his latest set, says Dominic
Cavendish

Comedian Dylan Moran 
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I HATE to quote comedians verbatim and at length, especially from the crucial opening minutes of
their set, but Dylan Moran so perfectly catches the unsettled mood of the moment at the start of his
latest show that I can’t stop myself.

“You’re here because you’re worried,” the tousled, still-boyish Irishman, now 43, muses in that
drowsy-yet-direct, mock petulant manner he has. “You don’t know what’s going on… How can you
relax about anything? Look at the world!... What is this place? Is there anybody left who doesn’t hate
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somebody else with an extraordinary amount of intensity?” What are we? "Sock-puppets of anxiety.”

Moran’s scathing, aphoristic appraisals of the General Election’s main contenders are as close as he
comes to allowing a political slant on this dismaying state of affairs to creep in. Miliband is pithily
dismissed as “a scientific experiment who ran away from the lab”; Cameron “doesn’t have an idea in
his head – “Do you breathe through a hole in your face? Me too!”” As for Farage – “Who is this
refugee from a Seventies sitcom?” has the sharp sting of truth about it.

In the main, though, Moran’s strategy for countering the malaise of the age is to keep nonchalant and
carry on being surrealistic: he doesn’t do punchlines so much as twists of thought, pits a childish spirit
of creativity against life's harsher realities, and resists – glass of red wine at his side - conformist
outlooks. Behind him loom a succession of his weird and wonderful doodle-drawings; you never
know from one aperçu to the next what mental images he's going to paint.

His defiant idiosyncrasy can’t be easily summarised even if much of it is quotably entertaining. He
surveys, with withering incredulity, Germany’s carnivorous appetites and the Great British Bake Off,
too (“The whole point about cake is that you don’t talk about it”). He scoffs at Nordic noir TV
dramas, mulls onset middle-age, and generalises about the sexes with a mix of self-deprecation and
teasing nonsensicality – his wife, he decides, gets strangely cold during the day because her energy is
“taken up with knowing everything about everything”. Why should we expect Moran to offer greater
wisdom than that? The joke is on our hopes for enlightenment or escape; he’s just a man in a room
passing finite time. Trumping Shakespeare, he reduces life to four ages: “Child, failure, old and dead”.
Faced with one-liners as killing as that the world suddenly seems a better place.
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